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11:00 Prototonic
Ben Fuhrman, Ryan Hunt and Rich McLaughlin are a uke and guitar trio
that specializes in acoustic covers of rock, jazz, and blues standards. Their
dynamic blend of old and new, tropical and traditional, and hot and cool
sets will blow you away!
11:30 Brent Godfrey
Brent Godfrey is a singer-songwriter based in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. He also builds his own canjos as
well as cigar box ukuleles and guitars, which will be
featured on his upcoming “Songlines” CD.
12:00 Bat Yulefly
Bat Yulefly (a.k.a. Kayleigh Saum) uses fingerstyle
playing to add interest to her music. She is influenced
by freak folk musicians.
12:30 Wilson Family Ukulele Obsession
The WFUO is an incredibly talented family of spouses,
parents, siblings, and in-laws led by multiinstrumentalist and ukulele enthusiast Andy Wilson. They perform
traditional Hawaiian music with orchestrally-inspired parts and
precision.
1:00 Johnny Hunt
Expect the unexpected! You don't know what sort of
music Saginaw's ukulele guru Johnny Hunt is going to
serve up next, but you can bet it is going to be upbeat,
lively, and fun. Bring your smile along for best results.
1:30 Punch Drunk
Chuck Deyo, John French, and Sara Wagner make up
Punch Drunk, a rollicking trio of ukes and festivity.

2:00 Sea Bridson
Sea has been a musician since she was 6 and enjoys playing guitar, piano,
and ukulele. In her free time she loves to ride and fix bikes, and cook.
2:30 Sylvie Keckeisen
Sylvie is a nine-year-old third grader and studies uke at
Sigh Studio of Music in Old Town. She loves listening to
and playing all different genres of music and is always
coming up with a new song to add to her collection.
3:00 Jeff Krebs
Otherwise known as Papa Crow, Jeff is a Yooper ukulele teaching artist
who conducts workshops and writes sons for all ages. He loves to spread
the aloha spirit of the instrument across the Upper Midwest.
3:30 Meghan Cristeen Martin
Meghan’s music is the perfect complement to her voice.
Haunting and melodic, it is stripped-down and raw, just
ukulele and vocals, somehow equal parts classic vintage
and incredibly current, into a surprisingly delightful mix.
4:00 David Remiger
Ukester Brown (aka David Remiger) got
his first ukulele when he was about twelve years old and
while he learned a few chords at that time he started
playing it more intentionally about 30 years later. He
loves sharing the joy of the ukulele, check out his website
at ukesterbrown.com, a collection of everything ukulele.
4:30 John Payne
Otherwise known as “Psycho Uke”, John and his striped
socks, light show, and backing tracks are guaranteed to
put a smile on your face and get you dancing!
5:00 PT Strummers
The PT Strummers are a senior group from East Lansing’s
Prime Time program directed by Ben Hassenger who perform songs from
the 1930s to the present with youthful enthusiasm. Great fun to sing along
with!

